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Thant Hopes Actions On Cuba Will Lead To Extinguishing Tensions

U.K.'s Role In West's Defence

Prospects Of Peaceful Settlement Of Congo, Brighter, Says Ruskin

Freedom Of Movement For Tshombe

Recall Of British Consul In Katanga

France To Test H-Bomb In The Pacific

Krzuschev's Berlin Visit
TOWARDS MAKING KABUL A CITY BEAUTIFUL
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WORLD OPINION ON KATANGUESE EVENTS

The [text is not clear or legible]

KOLWEZI SITTING ON DYNAMITE
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Do you think this is a real article from a newspaper? It seems like a mix of different topics and styles.
FRANCE WANTS BRITAIN TO ENTER E.E.C.

Pompidou Hopes Difficulties Will Be Overcome

PARIS, Jan. 30—With an eye to the new round of Bonn talks on the admission of Britain to the E.E.C., Pompidou has underlined France's wish for Britain's entry into the common market.

The French Premier, indicating that Fullbrook's refusal last month to endorse the draft of a revised treaties was possibly due to the attitude of the British government, has stressed the importance of meeting the British Premier, Edward Heath, in the next few months. Pompidou said it was impossible to exercise the two-headed policy that the British Premier, who was in Paris today, had indicated in the first period required to understand the European Community's demands.

NATIONALISTS ATTACK PAKISTAN MILITARY CAMPS

KABUL, Jan. 30—An attack on Pakistan's military camps was reported today by the Pakistan National Movement, a political group led by Malik Minail.

The attack took place on the Afghan-Pakistan border near the town of Suchur, located in the Paktia province.

General Assault

The attack was led by a group of well-trained soldiers, who were reportedly carrying assault rifles and machine guns. The soldiers were said to have entered the military camp from the Pakistani side, using a pre-dawn surprise attack.

The soldiers then launched a coordinated attack on the camp, targeting specific units and causing significant damage to the camp's infrastructure.

The attack was met with a fierce resistance by the Pakistani soldiers, who fought back with equal determination. The ensuing battle lasted for several hours, resulting in heavy casualties on both sides.

The Pakistan National Movement, which has been advocating for an end to the war in Afghanistan, condemned the attack as a violation of Afghan sovereignty and called for an immediate cease-fire.

The Afghan government, on the other hand, expressed愤凡e confidence in its military's ability to repel such attacks and maintain security in the country.

RESTORATION OF INDIA'S CUBA & E. GERMANY HONOUR

Pre-Requisite For Peace;

Says Nehru

NEW DELHI, Jan. 30—Prime Minister Nehru today said that it was only a pre-requisite for peace that Germany should be restored to its former status as a world power.

Speaking at a press conference, Nehru said that India would not hesitate to extend diplomatic ties with any country that was ready to recognize India's position.

The Prime Minister also reiterated his call for peaceful coexistence among nations, stating that India would always be willing to negotiate with any nation that was willing to do so.

The statement came against the backdrop of India's efforts to improve its relations with the West, particularly with the United States.
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